American Ceramic Society’s
Education and Professional Development Council
(ACerS/EPDC)
600 N. Cleveland, Suite 210
Westerville, OH 43082

Arthur Frederick Greaves-Walker Award
Nomination Deadline is January 15th of each year

Purpose
To recognize and honor members of the EPDC who have rendered outstanding service to the Ceramic Engineering and Science professions and who, in their lives and careers, have exemplified the aims, ideals, and purposes of EPDC. This award is in memory of Arthur Frederick Greaves-Walker, the first President of NICE.

1. An individual or group may nominate one or more candidates who shall be members of EPDC at the time of nomination.

2. Nominations must be returned electronically no later than January 15th of each year to the Arthur Frederick Greaves-Walker Committee (ezimmerman@ceramics.org)

3. The nominee must be 41 years old or older at the time the award is to be presented.

4. Selection of an awardee will be based on the nomination and accompanying evidence of scientific contributions, such as a list of publications, selected abstracts, receipt of other awards or recognition.

5. The selection committee may also search for candidates among members of EPDC regardless of nominations.

Instructions:

1. All information must be contained in a total of three pages. Nominations longer than three pages will be returned.

2. All nominations are to be e-mailed to ezimmerman@ceramics.org no later than January 15th of each year.

3. Any content exceeding three pages will not be considered. Letters of support, in addition to this nomination form, will be considered, but are not required.
To the Greaves-Walker Award Committee:

Date:

I (or we), the undersigned, hereby nominate:

Nominee Name:

Date of Birth:

to receive the Arthur Frederick Greaves-Walker Award.

Signature of Sponsor /Printed Name/ Member No./Society Division or Class

Co-sponsors can be listed on page 4.

**NOMINEE’S BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS**

Title of present position:

Company or organization:

**PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND:** Positions held prior to present position, including dates, nature, and extent of duties in each position; Colleges or professional schools, with years of attendance and degrees.
Nominee Name:

Date:

**PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS:** Outstanding work, including unpublished research, in the field of science and/or engineering of ceramics with which the nominee has been associated in a responsible capacity and his relation to this work.

**OTHER FACTORS MERITING SELECTION:** Service to EPDC, the American Ceramic Society, educational activities, etc.
Nominee Name:

Date:

**PRODUCTIVE SCHOLARSHIP:** Important publications, including titles and where and when published. List patents, if any, by title.

**SUPPORTING STATEMENT OF WHY CANDIDATE SHOULD BE SELECTED:**

(Not to exceed 500 words)

**CO-SPONSORS**

*Printed Name and Society Division and/or Class*